Kanoo Daily Rental opens
5th branch in Saar Mall
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Offers customers daily, weekly, monthly and yearly rentals

DT News Network
Manama
anoo Daily Rental, a
pinnacle in the car rental
sector in Bahrain, recently
opened its fifth branch at Saar
Mall.
The new conveniently
located outlet caters to the
needs of the Saar and Budaiyah
residents, offering customers
daily, weekly, monthly and
yearly rentals for passenger and
commercial vehicles.
The new KDR Saar branch’s
stylish and smart design is
easily accessible to mall visitors
with its basement floor location
from the parking area.
Director at Ebrahim K.
Kanoo, Fawaz Kanoo, said,
‘This
branch reiterates
Ebrahim
K.
Kanoo’s
commitment to offer the best
services to its customers. KDR
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branches are distributed across
the Kingdom to help our
customers process their rental
enquiries conveniently.”
Offering a wide selection of
vehicles and the best customer
service, KDR also offers the
finest limousine services, a
tailor-made service to provide
a hassle free commute across
the busy roads of the island.
In addition, the limousine
service reaches as far as KSA,
making it more convenient for
business or personal travelling
to the areas across the Eastern
Province and up to Riyadh.
The highly experienced team
is available to assist clients
in making the right vehicle
selection and are able to define
a rental programme best suited
to their individual needs.
KDR makes all effort and
utilises maximum resources to

keep its fleet of cars in excellent
condition to ensure a hasslefree experience.
Clients can book their
services through KDR’s website
in real time, which features
a comprehensive view of the
fleet available, a secure online
payment method, in addition
to branch locations and the
latest special offers.

KDR also offers
the finest limousine services, a
tailor-made service to provide a
hassle free commute across the
busy roads

KFC celebrates Golden
Jubilee of its original recipe
DT News Network
Manama
FC is celebrating the
50th anniversary of the
launch of its original recipe
in the region with a unique
campaign that gives its
customers gold rewards.
The world’s number one
name in chicken restaurants
is marking the Golden Jubilee
of its original recipe in the
Middle East and North Africa
with gold coins and Golden
Cards for customers who
make purchases of chicken
meals throughout the GCC.
KFC diners in Bahrain
‘Super Upsizing’ on any of
the meals in the promotion
will be entered into a draw
for the chance to win a real
gold coin.
Visitors
to
KFC
restaurants in the country
picking up any one of these
‘Golden Meals’ also have the
chance to win a KFC Golden
Card that entitles them to a
free KFC meal every week for
one year.
With over 700 branches
across 75 cities in 12 countries
in the region, KFC’s Golden
Jubilee campaign is aimed at
providing the ultimate golden
experience to its valued
customers.

Fawaz Kanoo opens the branch

BPSC organises ‘Share
the Hope’ Exhibition

DT News Network
Manama
nder the patronage and in
the presence of the Acting
CEO of Bahrain Polytechnic,
Dr. Mohamed Al Aseeri, the
Bahrain Polytechnic Student
Council (BPSC) organised an
art exhibition for people with
special needs, titled “Share the
Hope”, on December 12.
Many Bahraini artists
participated in this exhibition,
in various mediums of arts,
including painting, digital
art, photography, and moviemaking.
The exhibition included a
number of activities, such as a
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Photo call during the event

play, a short clip and a debate
about disabilities, followed by
another play on temporary
disability.
Ahmed Jafar, the President
of “Thimar”, a local volunteer
and a player in the national
disabled sports team, spoke
about his personal experience
with disability. His segment
was followed by the Vice
President of the Multiple
Sclerosis (MS), Ali Tulefat,
who spoke about his encounter
with MS.
And on the occasion, the
Head of the Cultural and
Arts Committee of Bahrain
Polytechnic Student Council,

Hasan Al Touq, praised the
work of all the student council
teams that contributed to
organising the exhibition in a
record time.
He also thanked the
executive management and
student services Director,
Dr. Nawal Zewayed for
facilitating
administrative
tasks and supporting the team
thoroughly.
He extended his gratitutde
to the event sponsors, Ashraf
(Gold Sponsor) (Ashraf),
and Manaqeesh & Ajmal
(Participating Sponsors) who
set the foundations for the
exhibition.

